
Pop Anthology: 50 Pop Songs for All Piano
Methods
Pop Anthology: 50 Pop Songs for All Piano Methods is the perfect
collection for any pianist who wants to play their favorite pop songs. This
book features a wide variety of songs from the 1950s to the present day, so
there's something for everyone. The arrangements are easy to play, so
even beginners can enjoy these songs.
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What's Included in Pop Anthology?

Pop Anthology includes 50 of the most popular pop songs of all time,
arranged for piano solo. The songs are organized by decade, so you can
easily find the songs you're looking for. Each song includes the melody,
chords, and lyrics, so you can sing along as you play.

Here's a sample of the songs included in Pop Anthology:

"Hound Dog" by Elvis Presley

"I Want to Hold Your Hand" by The Beatles
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"My Heart Will Go On" by Celine Dion

"Bad Romance" by Lady Gaga

"Shake It Off" by Taylor Swift

Who is Pop Anthology For?

Pop Anthology is perfect for any pianist who wants to play their favorite pop
songs. The arrangements are easy to play, so even beginners can enjoy
these songs. However, more experienced pianists will also appreciate the
variety of songs and the quality of the arrangements.

Pop Anthology is also a great resource for piano teachers. The book can be
used as a supplement to any piano method, and it provides a fun and
engaging way for students to learn how to play the piano.

How to Use Pop Anthology

Pop Anthology can be used in a variety of ways. You can play the songs for
your own enjoyment, or you can use them to teach your students how to
play the piano. The book can also be used as a resource for finding new
songs to play.

Here are a few tips for using Pop Anthology:

Start with the songs that you know and love. This will help you to get
familiar with the book and the arrangements.

Once you're comfortable with the easier songs, you can move on to
the more challenging ones.



Use the book as a resource for finding new songs to play. The book
includes a wide variety of songs, so you're sure to find something you
like.

Have fun! Playing the piano should be enjoyable, so don't be afraid to
experiment and have fun with the songs.

Pop Anthology: 50 Pop Songs for All Piano Methods is the perfect
collection for any pianist who wants to play their favorite pop songs. The
arrangements are easy to play, so even beginners can enjoy these songs.
However, more experienced pianists will also appreciate the variety of
songs and the quality of the arrangements.

Whether you're a beginner or a more experienced pianist, Pop Anthology is
a great resource for finding new songs to play and for improving your piano
skills.

Order your copy of Pop Anthology today!
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How to Have Fearlessly Curious Conversations
in Dangerously Divided Times
In a world increasingly polarized by divisive rhetoric and echo chambers,
it is more important than ever to engage in meaningful conversations with
those who hold different...

Few Things to Keep in Mind for a Successful
Introduction Series
Writing an series can be a daunting task, but with careful planning and
execution, it can also be incredibly rewarding. Here are a few things to...
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